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by Frank L. Greenagel, PhD
Part 4: The Late Nineteenth Century
This is the last of a four part article on New Jersey's religious architecture, focusing on final
two decades of the nineteenth century. The observations and generalizations in this series are
based on a sample of 1,300 surviving meetinghouses, churches and synagogues erected before
1900. Although the apparent subject is architectural style, the real matter is the social, cultural,
economic and religious factors that gave shape to the New Jersey churchscape.
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arrison Keillor describes a landscape from western
Minnesota familiar to me: “the church in New Munich
stands out as a mighty architectural shout, a brick burst of
exuberance, meant to astonish farmers and shopkeepers for all
time.” The characterization is apt, and without hyperbole.
Steeples, water towers and grain elevators dominated the skyline
of the drum-and-kettle terrain that soon gives way to the prairie,
and the crockets of the Catholic steeples in that mostly-Lutheran
state held more fascination than the latest graffiti painted on the
town’s only water tower.
A significant portion of the religious architecture of New
Jersey erected in the last two decades of the nineteenth century
might equally be characterized as a mighty architectural shoutone intended to announce the presence, assert the legitimacy, and
confirm the affluence and good taste of the congregation. And to
do so in the face of congregations down the street trying to do
the same. There's little point in arguing that the architecture of
these decades was about liturgy or piety; it is not. Historian
Passaic, St. John's Lutheran
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William Johnson says of the United States at the end
of the nineteenth century, that it was “immensely
materialistic, and overwhelmingly idealistic, ceaselessly innovative, thrusting, grabbing, buttonholing,
noisy, questioning, anxious to do the right thing, to
do good, to get ahead.” It was the period for which
Veblen coined the term, “conspicuous consumption.” The churches of this era are a visual expression of the material wealth and cultural aspirations
of an increasingly affluent society.
The churchscape of this period is different from
what has come before. Fully one-third of the
churches that have survived in the state from the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were erected in
the last 20 years of that era. In the three previous
articles on the state’s religious architecture I have
described the building traditions, changes in liturgy,
the low density of the state, and some of the attitudes that shaped the architectural styles; here I
want to outline the major factors, as I understand
them, that shaped the churchscape of the 1880s and
1890s.
The first and most significant was mass immigration. The state’s population stood at 490,000 at
the end of the Civil War and at the close of the century it was 1,883,000. Between 1880 and 1890, the
country had absorbed five-and-a-quarter million
immigrants, the bulk of them arriving in sight of
Jersey’s shores. And this wave had little in common
with the great Puritan immigration of the seventeenth century in New England, or the vast numbers
of English Quakers, Scotch-Irish, and German settlers who came in the early decades of the colonial
period. These immigrants were mainly Catholic—
from Ireland, Poland, Italy, Germany, or they were
Jewish, from middle and eastern Europe. A relatively minor portion were Hungarian or Slavic.
Except for the Jews, they were not religious
refugees, but were fleeing famine and political
upheaval. In 1850 Catholics made up only five percent of the total U.S. population; by 1906, they
made up seventeen percent. Some scholars consider Catholic immigration to be one of the most significant forces in late nineteenth-century American
history in that it changed the country from an
Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture to one of diversified
regions and peoples. Other than the push it gave to
the Gothic, however, there is not much evidence of
an impact on religious architecture in this state.

Plainfield, Seventh Day Baptist

Union City, Saints Joseph & Michael

Trenton, St. Stanislaus RC
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Most immigrants did not assimilate immediately, but settled in ethnic enclaves, largely in the
industrial cities where factories offered lowskilled work and inexpensive housing was available. The late-century histories (Shaw, Ellis and
several others) of many of the counties speak of
the concentrations of Italians in, say, the North
Ward or the Fourth, Polish concentrations west
of Market Street, Jews clustered near the silk factories, and so on. These Polish, Italian, and
German enclaves also offered like-speaking families with common religious, social and economic traditions. There were Polish Catholics, Irish
Catholics, German Catholics, Italian Catholics,
and a good Pole for example, would gravitate to
the parish of his ethnic compatriots half a city
away even though there was an Irish Catholic Church right
down the block. And in some cities, soon enough there
was a Polish church just down the block. Parish boundaries
became an issue in the cities, and that occasionally had an
impact on architectural style. Italian-speaking congregations leaned towards Neoclassical styles, German Catholics
preferred the Romanesque forms they were familiar with in
Bavaria, Polish Catholics favored the symmetrical twintower plan that was common in their homeland. The Jews
of Newark were tightly clustered in an area later largely
demolished for urban renewal. In 1900 there were 57 synagogues in Newark; today a single one remains. There are
only six others in the state that date back to the nineteenth
century (one in Hoboken and the others in south Jersey).

Newark, Prince Street synagogue

Jersey City, St. Anthony Padewskiego

In the left graph we can see that church-building in Hunterdon County peaked in the 1860s, and by the end of the century it had dropped off
to its 1830s level. The county, in spite of its size, was well-churched. In the right` graph, representing all the churches in the sample (1270),
church erection rises rapidly in the 1850s and peaks in the last decade of the century. A larger sample from Hudson, Essex, Passaic, and
Ocean, where I have not yet completed my work, would shift even more dramatically to the right.
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The combination of the enclaves and pressure from ethnic
Catholics to have services in their own language led the Polish
Catholic church to split off from the Roman Catholic Church in
Scranton, Pennsylvania, after the turn of the century, but the tensions over the right to choose a priest who spoke the language predate that. Parishes that had been established on a geographic basis
were now often based, perhaps because of residential patterns, on
language and ethnicity. In a relatively small area of Trenton, Jersey
City, or Paterson one might find four Catholic churches; in addition
to the long-established Irish church, a block or two away was the
German church, a little further was one with a predominately
Italian membership, and the Polish church not far. Most of these
neighborhood Catholic churches were not just a church; they were
the focal point of a whole community, a way of life. They served
almost as settlement houses—sources of assistance, perhaps employment, recreation, secular festivals, and charitable activities, as well as a place to congregate with
people speaking a common language. This is not to
minimize their piety, but to emphasize that the churches played a role much broader than simply offering confession and masses. They were the centers of the social,
political and economic life of the immigrant communities. I have seen some evidence that was no less true for
Orthodox and Jewish congregations that served recent
immigrants.
The second major factor was urbanization—the concentration of people in the cities. Occupational mobility
led to a net migration from rural to urban areas in the
last half of the nineteenth century; immigration, of
course, also fueled the growth. In 1800 only six percent
of the population lived in urban areas; by the end of the
century that figure had risen to 60 percent. An examination of the church-building records of urban and rural
counties is instructive. In Essex, Hudson, Mercer and
Morris counties considerably more than a third of the
churches were built between 1880 and 1900; in
Hunterdon, the figure is about 15 percent, and in
Sussex, 19 percent.
Cities that had long been regarded as cesspools of
corruption, atheism and violence by many preachers,
now were hailed as hearths of innovation and progress,
as well as the locus of prospective new church members. There was a shift in emphasis in the Methodist
church—which had long favored rural areas—to the
cities, and rallies, revivals and organizing efforts were
now concentrated there. Non-denominational revivalism
was a well-publicized strategy adopted by a number of
preachers, its methods differing little from the Methodist
camp meetings of earlier generations. More people

Richard Morris Hunt

Red Bank, First Baptist

Freehold, First Baptist
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meant a need for more churches, and for larger ones. Not
surprisingly, denominational authorities were generally
quick to respond, and shifted their efforts to the industrial
areas of the state.
The third major factor was accumulation of wealth on
an unprecedented scale. In 1880 there were about 100 millionaires in the country; in 1892, there were more than
4,000. With that wealth came competition for social and
cultural prominence, and not just among the millionaires.
Plainfield, Summit, Madison, the Oranges, Bloomfield,
Riverton, Moorestown, and dozens of other communities
on the commuter rail lines were erecting architectdesigned estates, villas and weekend homes in the country. One’s home (and one’s church) were visual expressions of one’s taste and importance, and there was substantial wealth in many communities that simply called out
to be put to work to that end. The Panic of 1893—a deep
depression, lasting until about 1897—seems to have had
little impact on church construction.
Social stratification in the cities became more pronounced. It is not difficult today to determine the neighborhoods of the merchant and professional classes. In
Elizabeth, I have been told by a long-term minister who
served there, that there were at least three tiers of
Presbyterian churches, and visitors were quick to grasp
which was used by members of their social class. There
were a variety of churches in different parts of all the
cities, and people sorted themselves into the ones that
most fit their situation. That does not mean there were no
fancy churches in the poorer areas, because affluent
Episcopal and Presbyterian congregations now and then
erected a fine chapel or mission for the mechanics and
“lower sorts.”
There is a fourth factor-not as important as the first
three, but not insignificant-the fluorescence of the architectural profession. The architect is now generally regarded as a professional, not an artisan or carpenter-builder
that many had been a little more than a generation ago.
Some, like Sanford White, Richard Morris Hunt, and Henry
Hobson Richardson, had become celebrities-some of the
better Romanesque buildings are even called Richardson
Romanesque, in respect of the influence he had on the
style. Those with a wide reputation and a large office have
a national practice, but there is ample work for architects
with a regional practice, even those specializing in churches, as George Hewitt, Oscar Teale, and Isaac Pursell did.
There is a broad awareness among the public of historical styles, gained through photographs, prints and
books, and most architects were actively mining the past

Spring Lake, Holy Trinity

Newark, Roseville Methodist

Montclair, Immaculate Conception
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for elements that will make their buildings stand out from
the crowd. The days when a church's building committee
asked a contractor for “a neat building in the modern style”
are long past.
In the previous generation there had been a seachange in the attitude towards the display of wealth—what
had once been regarded as vulgar, ostentatious, and in
defiance of Calvinistic attitudes towards display of finery
was now embraced with the attitude that extravagance
could be seen as an expression of piety.
In the rural areas and small towns the impact of these
changes is relatively slight. Small congregations are still
erecting modest frame vernacular churches at the end of
the century. Many of them now have brackets, shutters or
Gothic arch windows; readily available and affordable,
they could be ordered from catalogs. The pews are more
comfortable, there is often heating and carpeted floors,
and more than a few have organs and stained glass windows. The various synods, associations, conferences and
presbyteries are actively supporting a better class of
churches, primarily through subsidies, but also through
sponsorship of plan books and professional advice. The
Methodist Church has its Board of Church Extension, the
Presbyterians have a similar Board of Church Erection, and
what they didn’t directly sponsor they often endorsed.
The regional population centers and county seats—
Burlington, Red Bank, Bridgeton, Dover, Flemington,
Millville, and many others are populated with upscale
churches by excellent local architects as well as those
based in New York, Philadelphia, Elizabeth, Newark, and
Trenton. They may be somewhat smaller than churches in
Newark, Paterson, Camden, Jersey City and Elizabeth, but
many are very stylish and very much in the height of fashion. The Baptist church in Red Bank was designed by
William Tuthill, who also designed Carnegie Hall; the
Central Baptist church in Atlantic Highlands was designed
by the Ohio & New York firm of Weary and Kramer, who
originated the Akron Plan; the First Reformed church in
Somerville was designed by William Appleman Potter, who
designed several of the buildings on the Princeton campus.
Along the Jersey shore Methodist and Baptist associations sponsored permanents camps and resort towns, and
their ministers often held stock in the association. With the
coming of the railroads, several develop into affluent summer towns, and eventually residential communities. Spring
Lake, for example, emerged as a resort for high society
members of New York City and Philadelphia in a similar
fashion to the settlements of Newport, Rhode Island and
Bar Harbor, Maine. It was organized in 1892 and soon

Elizabeth, St. Elizabeth RC

Metuchen, St. Luke's Episcopal
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filled with large homes, gardens, and small but very
fashionable churches, usually the product of a
Philadelphia architect. The Stick-style Holy Trinity
Episcopal church is one example. Even the middleclass could now enjoy an upper class vacation at the
shore—Ocean Grove, Atlantic Highlands and Asbury
Park, among several examples, were started by
Methodist associations with the intent of offering
fresh air (salubrious, as they would have termed it) in
a temperate Christian society (how “temperance”
came to mean abstinence, is another issue).
It is in the bustling, teeming cities, of course, that
the full impact of those four factors is to be seen.
Jersey City sports at least 20 grand churches erected
in the last two decades of the century, some with
Tiffany windows and steeples that reach more than
250 feet into the sky. St. Lucy’s, St. Joseph’s, St.
Bridgit’s, St. Stanislaus, St. John the Baptist, St. Paul
the Apostle, St. Anthony Padewskiego, St. Matthew’s, St. Trinitatis,
Zion Evangelical Lutheran, the Greenville Reformed, and many others thrust their towers and steeples into Jersey City’s sky. Newark has
more, and Paterson almost as many. The styles are Gothic,
Romanesque, Neoclassical, shingle and an eclectic mix of elements
and styles that, in an attempt at originality, sometimes resulted in
buildings that border on the ludicrous. The Roseville Methodist
church in Newark is a leading candidate in my view for the ugliest
church in the state.
Neoclassical architectural was, in general, the leading style for
public and very affluent urban residences, but that was not the case
for religious architecture. Gothic and Gothic-Romanesque hybrids
are common—Riverton Episcopal, Englewood Presbyterian,
Woodbury’s Kemble Memorial Methodist are representative examples. Shingle and Stick buildings were popular—Spring Lake’s Holy
Trinity, Bedminster’s Reformed, the Providence Presbyterian near
Roebling, and the large Arlington Avenue Presbyterian church in
East Orange. There are several Neoclassical- Renaissance Revival
churches—Montclair’s Immaculate Conception and Red Bank’s St.
James Catholic come to mind, but the Beaux Arts-Neoclassicism of
the great Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1892 was never very
popular in this state. The general public, it seems, was well aware
of historical buildings and styles, and architects responded with elements that alluded to European (and Egyptian) history with a profusion of towers, pinnacles, turrets, gables, and buttresses, in addition to the rusticated granite, marble, polychrome slate and brick,
and terracotta tiles that provided a rich texture to the exterior. In
spite of the eclecticism (or perhaps because of it) the religious architecture of the period, with notable exceptions, seems more than ever
rooted in the historic past.

Bloomfield, Christ Church
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Towers & Steeples
Towers, some more than 250 ft tall, were a sure way to assert a presence. They could be supplemented with turrets, multiple gables, polychrome stone, and a porte cochére, if the congregation wanted to
remove any possibility of doubt about the taste and social standing of the church members. Usually New
York or Philadelphia architects were employed, but by this time, there were several Newark architects
with sufficient experience and reputation to satisfy most congregations.

Jersey City, St. Peter's
Evangelical Lutheran

Bloomfield, Westminster
Presbyterian

Englewood, First Presbyterian

Morristown, First Presbyterian

Dover, Hoagland Memorial
Presbyterian

Newark, Peddie Memorial Baptist
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Stone
Stone was a surer indication of a congregation’s wealth than brick, so Episcopal congregations, in particular, were urged in one book of the 1880s to build of stone if at all possible. Gothic was the favored
style, but many of the churches of the period exhibit Romanesque elements, and none adhere strictly
to the precepts of the Ecclesiological movement of the 1840s and 50s. Authentic reproductions of
fourteenth-century English parish churches was not what the Anglican bishops were looking for
anymore.
Entrances were usually though the main tower, and the stone was often rusticated rather than the
ashlar style of the ante-bellum period. And stained glass windows were apparently considered an essential element, even in the Baptist and Methodist churches that would have considered them too fancy a
half-century earlier.

Riverton, Christ Church

Bridgeton, Central Methodist

Camden, First Methodist

Millville, First Presbyterian

Woodbury, Kemble Methodist
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Eclectic Combinations
Many of the designs mixed construction materials freely, combining stone and brick, shingle and clapboards, sometimes accentuated with low-relief terracotta panels. Oversized arches, large choir windows,
and irregular floor plans are common. For the first time in our history we can find numerous churches
without obvious European antecedents.
Amphitheater seating with banked pews radiating out from a large rostrum rather than a pulpit is
also common, perhaps even predominant.

East Orange, Arlington Avenue Presbyterian

Atlantic Highlands, Central Baptist

Cranford, First Presbyterian

near Roebling, Providence Presbyterian
Bedminster, Reformed
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Shore Communities
In the upscale shore communities—Spring Lake, Long Branch, Atlantic Highlands—that were favored by
the wealthy for summer homes, can be found a number of fashionable chapels and churches—mostly
Episcopal and Presbyterian. In the nineteenth century they were used only in the summer months; they
had no permanent clergy, and were staffed by ministers from the home churches of the leading members. Some, like the large Presbyterian chapel in Elberon, were the gift of a single individual, but most
were financed by a small number of wealthy patrons. Gothic, of course was generally preferred by the
Anglicans, but Shingle and Stick were almost certain markers of the “establishment.”

Beach Haven, Holy Innocents

Elberon, Memorial Chapel

Bayhead, All Saints

Ortley Beach, St. Elizabeth
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